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College of Liberal Arts
Faculty Bibliography Statistics 2011
(7/31/11)

1. Publications (in print from 1/1/11 through 12/31/11) and presentations,
   23 books
   286 book chapters, refereed articles, essays, poems, short stories and other published works
   412 scholarly papers, presentations and readings at international, national and regional conferences

2. Grants and contracts managed* (started, continuing, or completed) and new development funds,
   83 active grants, endowments, contracts and new development funds
   $2,159,274 million total grant/contract spending
   66 new grant and contract proposals submitted
   $4,844,707 in new proposal requests

3. Editors of scholarly journals and officers/members of editorial boards,
   138 faculty members

4. Faculty honors and awards for teaching – international, national and regional,
   1 award

5. Faculty honors and awards for teaching – state, local and university,
   58 awards

6. Faculty honors and awards for scholarship and creative activity – international, national and regional,
   17 awards

7. Faculty honors and awards for scholarship and creative activity – state, local and university,
   30 awards

8. Faculty mentors for graduate student publications and papers presented at national/regional meetings
   and for student award recipients,
   63 faculty members served as mentors
   175 graduate student awards, publications and papers mentored

9. Faculty mentors for undergraduate student publications and papers presented at national/regional
   meetings and for student award recipients,
   31 faculty members served as mentors
   71 undergraduate student awards, publications and papers mentored
College of Liberal Arts
Faculty Accomplishments 2011
(7/31/11)

January 1 – December 31, 2011

I. Books

Anthropology
Lankford, George E., F. Kent Reilly III, and James F. Garber, eds. Visualizing the Sacred, Cosmic Visions, Regionalism, and the Art of the Mississippian World. Austin, University of Texas Press

English
— . (editor) Geocritical Explorations, Space, Place, and Mapping in Literary and Cultural Studies. New York, Palgrave Macmillan
Wilson, Steve. “The Lost Seventh”, Dallas, Say It with Stones

Geography
Kimmel, Jim. Exploring the Brazos River. College Station, TX, Texas A&M University Press

History
Brennan, Mary C. Pat Nixon, Embattled First Lady. Lawrence, Kansas, University Press of Kansas

Modern Languages
Glajar, Valentina, and Jeanine Teodorescu, eds. Local History, Transnational Memory in the Romanian Holocaust. New York: Palgrave Macmillan.

Philosophy
Yuan, Lijun. Logic and Knowledge, Chinese Translations of Selections of Classical Western Philosophy, Commercial Press, Beijing, reprint

Political Science
Garofalo, Charles, and Dean Geuras. Practical Ethics in Public Administration, 3rd ed. Vienna, VA, Management Concepts

**Rugger, William.** Milton Friedman. *New York and London, Continuum*


**Sanchez, Omar.** *Mobilizing Resources in Latin America*. New York, Palgrave MacMillan

**Psychology**


**Anthropology**


**Conlee, Christina A.** “An Exploration of Looted Middle Horizon Tombs from Nasca.” *Nawpa Pacha* 31(1),45-54.


**Reilly, F. Kent.** “The Great Serpent in the Lower Mississippi Valley.” In, *Visualizing the Sacred, Cosmic Visions, Regionalism, and the Art of the Mississippian World*, George E. Lankford, F. Kent Reilly, III and James Garber (eds.). Austin, TX, University of Texas Press.


Reilly, F. Kent & Adam King. “Raptor Imagery at Etowah, The Raptor is the Path to Power.” In, *Visualizing the Sacred, Cosmic Visions, Regionalism, and the Art of the Mississippian World*, George E. Lankford, F. Kent Reilly, III and James Garber (eds.), University of Texas Press, Austin, TX.


**English**


Blair, John. “Savage Poems.” *New Millenium Writings* 20, 36


Ifowodo, Ogaga
Hennessy, Michael
Heaberlin, Dickie
Hanson, Susan
Grimes, Tom
Cohen, Robin
Chavkin, Allan
Cassells, Cyrus
Busby, Mark
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Ifowodo, Ogaga. “Rather Than Burn.” di-vers-city. Austin, Austin Poets International
—. “Homosexuality and Nigeria's Enochs and Josephs.” The Guardian.
—. “Homosexuality, Biology and the Bible.” The Guardian.
—. “Let Them Eat the National Cake.” The Guardian.
—. “Where There's a Right, There's a Remedy.” The Guardian.
—. “Our Enemy Democracy, Jonathan's Song.” The Guardian.
Jackson, Rebecca. “Beyond Tutoring, Mapping the Landscape of 21st-Century Writing Center Work.” Praxis 9, 1.

—. “King of the Factory.” Cortland Review, 52.
—. “Chalmette.” Red River Review
—. “Oklahoma Pastoral.” Haibun Today 5, 1
—. “Garden Haibun.” Haibun Today, 5, 3.
—. “Late Night Fireplace.” Haibun Today 5, 3.
—. “Retirement.” A Hundred Gourds 1, 1.
—. “Evening Star.” American Tanka 19
—. “Tanka.” Eucalypt 10
—. “Leaves Cartwheel Across.” Four and Twenty


—. “Flea Circus,” Slate.
—. “A Dress Rehearsal for the Apocalypse.” Narrative, Poem of the Week.
—. “Bloodhounds.” Boulevard, 27, 1&2, 227-228.
—. “Laika.” Boulevard 27, 1&2, 223-224.

Olson, Marilyn. “Death Valley and the Deadly Desert, A Discovery in a Western Newspaper.” The Baum Bugle 553, 7-10.


Rosario, Nelly. “Chewing the Tchat in Ehti”. Callaloo 34, 3, 829-841.
—. “How to Date a Thugboy, Arthboy, Nerdboy, or Papichulo, Variation on a Junot Diaz Theme”. Sargasso, The University of Puerto Rico's Journal of Caribbean Literature, Language, and Culture II, 9-12.


Smith, Victoria. “Our Serial Killers, Our Superheroes, and Ourselves, Showtime's Dexter.” QRVF, Quarterly Review of Film and Video. 28, 4, 390-400.

Dixon, Richard W.
Dahal, K. & Conway
Chow, T. E
Butler, David R
Blue, Sarah A
Blanchard
Bass, William M. & Geography
Zhu, Pinfan
Wilson, Steve
Wilson, Nancy Effinger
—. “Moon and Planet.” Precipitate 2.
—. “The Downed Fields.” Georgetown Review 12, 42.

Geography
Chow, T. E. “VGI-enabled 4D GIS.” Invited position papers for Specialist Meeting in Future Direction of Spatial Demography.
Dixon, Richard W. “Climatic Controls Upon Dust Storm Occurrence in Iraq.” Papers of the Applied Geography Conferences 34, 60-64.


He, Xueqin (Elaine), Ting Hong, Lan Liu & John P. Tiefenbacher. “A Comparative Study of Environmental Knowledge, Attitudes, and Behaviors among University Students in China.” International Research in Geographical and Environmental Education 20, 2, 91-104.


Oestreich, Jo Beth. “Oat, A Texas Twist to This Weedy, Grainy Staple.” The Social Studies Texan 27, 2, 34-36.


Tucci, M., R. Ronza & A. Giordano. “Fragments from many pasts, layering the toponymic tapestry of Milan.” Journal of Historical Geography, 37, 370-384.


**History**


—. “Review-How Did Davy Die? And Why Do We Care So Much?” *New Mexico Historical Review* 86 (Summer): 415-16.


—. “Cloister Contested, Periculosus as Authority in Late Medieval Consilia.” *The Jurist* 71 344-348.


Modern Language


Bamford, Heather. “Fragment as Phenomenon and Philological Subject, Two Cases of Chivalric Binding Fragments.” La Corónica 39, 2, 29-60.


Bowman, Rebecca. “Brujas' in Primera antología de cuentos tamaulipecos.” Círculos de Lectura en Tamaulipas. Instituto Tamaulipeco para la Cultura y las Artes.


Echeverría, Miriam B. “Se querían” Confluencia 26, 2, 184-186.

Echeverría, Miriam B. “Por qué” Confluencia 26, 2, 186.


Jaffe, Catherine M. “Female Quixotism and National Identity in Contigo, pan y cebolla (1833).” Variantes de la modernidad, Estudios en honor de Ricardo Gullón, pp. 169-185, C. J. García and C. Martínez-Carazo (eds.). Newark, Juan de la Cuesta.


Philosophy


Gordon, Jeffrey. “Sartre's Argument for Freedom.” Just the Arguments, 100 of the Most Important Arguments in Western Philosophy, M. Bruce and S. Barbone (eds.). Chichester, Wiley-Blackwell.


Yuan, Lijun, and Audrey McKinney. ‘Sex slaves and discourse masters, the construction of trafficking’. Asian Journal of Women's Studies 17, 3, 82-89.


Political Science


—. “St. Augustine, the Psalms and Beattitudinal Love.” Homiletic and Pastoral Review 115, 5, 6-13.

—. “Introduction” to “Symposium, John Courtney Murray's We Hold These Truths at 50,” Catholic Social Science Review XVI, 67-132.


—. “Fighting Tax Evasion in Latin America, the Contrasting Strategies of Chile and Argentina “ Third World Quarterly 32, 6.


Psychology


Schepis, Ty S., and J. K. Hakes. “Nonmedical Prescription use Increases the Risk for the Onset and Recurrence of Psychopathology, Results from the National Epidemiological Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions.” *Addiction* 106, 12, 2146-2155.


Schepis, Ty S. “Nonmedical Use of Prescription Opioids by Adolescents, a Review of the Literature.” *Pain Management* 1, 1, 53-59.


**Sociology**


**III. Scholarly Papers, Presentations and Readings – International, National, Regional and State**

**Anthropology**

Agwuele, Augustine “Trivialâ, Linguistics of a Mental Program.” Invited Speaker-Africa Distinguished Lecture Series. University of Texas at Austin.


Black, Steve. “Hot Rock Cooking in Ancient Southwest Texas.” Texas Archeological Society, Ft Worth TX.

Bousman, Britt,. “The Paleoindian/Archaic transition in Texas.” Texas Academy of Texas Annual Meeting, St. Edwards University, Austin.


Brink, James. Rainer Grün, Andrew Herries, John Gowlett and Britt Bousman. “The post-1.0 Ma evolution of large mammal endemism in southern Africa in relation to East Africa and subsequent biogeographic isolation of the Cape coastal region.” International Union for Quaternary Research, Bern, Switzerland.

Brunson E. K. “Making a point, Communicating results of an anthropological study on childhood vaccination to a public health audience.” Paper presented at the 2011 Annual Meeting of the Society for Applied Anthropology, Seattle, WA.


Hadder, R. Neill. “For a More Perfect Object, Discriminating senses in life-worlds and cultural analysis.” “Sensorum” Lecture Series. Department of Anthropology and Archaeology, University of Texas at Austin.

Hamilton M. D. “Forensic Anthropology at Texas State University-San Marcos, A Student and Practitioner-Centered Approach to Legal Casework.” Texas Association of Biological Anthropologists Annual Meeting, Nov 4-5, San Marcos, TX.


McGee, R. Jon “Lacandon Maya Mythology and the Myth of Authenticity.” American Anthropological Association, Montreal, Canada

Reilly, F. Kent “Toto We Are Flying, Imagery From the Pine Harbor Site.” Southeastern Archaeological Conference, Jacksonville, FL

——. “The Lady and the Serpent, Recovering the Images of Supernaturals in Early Ethnographic Sources and the Art of the Mississippian Period.” Mid South Archaeological Conference, Memphis, TN

Reilly, F. Kent and Adam King. “Ancient Deities and Sacred Symbols, The Imagery of Sects and Ritual in Mississippian Art.” SHA Conference on Historical and Underwater Archaeology, Austin, TX

Scott, Louis, Frank Neumann, George Brook, Britt Bousman and E. Norström. “Terrestrial evidence of vegetation and climate change during the last 30 ka in Southern Africa, the fossil pollen data.” International Union for Quaternary Research, Bern, Switzerland

Spradley, M. K. “Forensic Identification of Individuals Involved in U.S./Mexico Border Crossing Fatalities.” Presented at the Seminario Internacional de Antropología Forense. Hosted by the Universidad Nacional Autonomada México Instituto de Investigaciones Antropológicas, March 28-April 1

——. “Demographic Change and Forensic Identification, Methods for sex and ancestry estimation for individuals considered Hispanic.” University of Arizona, April 2, Invited Lecture


Tegtmeier C. E. and Hamilton M. D. “Patterning of serrated and non-serrated sharp force trauma to bone.” Texas Association of Biological Anthropologists Annual Meeting, Nov 4-5, San Marcos, TX.

Werneck, D. Clark and Nancy Littlefield. “Archaeology in the Classroom”, Society of American Archaeology Meeting, Sacramento, April

Wescott, Daniel J. “Bone Biomechanics, Forensic Anthropological Applications.” Texas A&M University, College Station, TX

—. “Forensic Anthropology and Taphonomy. Face Recognition Workshop, From Bones to Bits.” Herndon, VA. “Femoral Shape and Terrestrial Logistic Mobility Patterns.” Symposium: Mobility: Towards a Definition for Application in Human Evolution, American Association of Physical Anthropologists, Minneapolis, MN. American Journal of Physical Anthropology 144(S52):309

—. “Reconstructing Habitual Activities of Kennewick Man: Biomechanical Analysis of Long Bone Strength, Shape, and Asymmetry.” Texas Biological Anthropological Association, Texas State University, San Marcos, TX, November.

—. “The Role of Forensic Anthropology at Universities.” Syracuse Dialogues in Forensic Sciences, Beyond the NSA Report, Syracuse, NY.


English

Balzhiser, Deborah. “Reading Writing Major Configurations.” TIOl Conference on College Composition and Communication, Atlanta GA.


—. “Postcoloniality, Science Fiction and India.” British Commonwealth & Postcolonial Studies Conference, Savannah, GA.

Beebe, Susan. “Composition Handbooks as Primary Texts in the TA Practicum.” National Council of Teachers of English Annual Conference, Chicago, IL.

Beebe, Sue, Terri Pantuso, and Nancy Wilson. “‘Say What?’ One Hundred Years of Pedagogical Struggles with Composition Handbooks.” National Council of Teachers of English, Chicago, Illinois

Bell-Metereau, R. “Beauty and the Nerd in the Social Network.” Popular Culture Association Conference. San Antonio TX

—. “Star Bodies and the Erotics of the Suffering Hero.” Society for Cinema and Media Studies International Conference. New Orleans, LA

—. “Bring Lyndon Home”. Langdon Literary Weekend. Granbury, TX.
—. “Mark Twain Tonight”. Texas Assn of Creative Writing Teachers. Austin, TX.
—. “Cedar Crossing.” American Studies Assn of Texas. Schreiner U, Kerrville, TX.
—. “Catalan Translations.” Center for the Art of Translation, San Francisco, California, March 22.
—. “Tendencies Panel and Poetry reading”. CUNY Graduate Center, New York, New York, Sept. 23.
—. Poetry reading Wordstock Literary Festival with Oregon State Poet Laureate, Paulann Peterson. Portland, Oregon, Oct. 8
—. Poetry reading, Vermont Studio Center. Johnson, Vermont., December 12
Chavkin, Allan. “A Family Systems Approach to Saul Bellow’s The Adventures of Augie March.” American Literature Association’s Jewish American & Holocaust Literature Symposium, South Beach, Florida, November 14
—. “A Family Systems Approach to Saul Bellow's Henderson The Rain King.” American Literature Association, Boston, May 26
—. “New Perspectives on Saul Bellow’s Life and Work.” American Literature Association, Boston, May 26
Cohen, Robin. “She Is From Out of Time Past and I Live Now, Fluid Time in Leslie Marmon Silko's Work.” Native American Literature Symposium, Albuquerque, NM
Ellis-Lai, Laura. “Indigenous Ways of Knowing and Ethnographic Research Projects in First Year College Composition.” Conference for College Composition and Communication, Atlanta, GA
Ellis-Lai, Laura and Scott Ruescher. “Creating a Creative Writing Syllabus, A Collaborative Exercise.” The Arts in Education Continuing the Conversation Conference at Harvard University Graduate School of Education, Cambridge, MA
Ford, S., and Nancy Wilson. “Cultivating a Compassionate Culture.” Queer Texas Conference, Austin, Texas
—. Visiting Writer, fiction reading and Q & A. University of North Caroling-Wilmington, NC
Hammett, Chad. “First Author.” The Rolando Hinojosa/Miguel Méndez Literary Symposium, “Vida y Honor/Life & Honor.” San Marcos, TX
—. “Excerpt from Novel Morris, Get Your Helmet.” Fiction Reading. Western Literature Association, Missoula, MT
Hanson, Susan. “Haunted by Waters, Dreams and Chimeras of the Deep.” Association for the Study of Literature and Environment, Bloomington, IN
Ifowodo, Ogaga. Poetry Reading. Villa Ichon, Bremen, Germany
—. Poetry Reading. Künstlerhuser Worpswede, Germany
Jackson, Rebecca. “Mission Work and the Work of Missions.” Conference on College Composition and Communication, Austin, GA, March


Jones, Roger. “Meteor Streaks” included on “Haiku Wall”, Bend, OR, HSA Meeting Week, June 3-5

Kapurch, Katie. “Affective Resistance, Exploring the Popular Appeal of Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight Saga Through Fangirls’ Online Writing.” Children’s Literature Association, Hollins University, Roanoke, VA

Kelly, Kendall. “Cultural Factors Influencing Communication in Indian Call Centers.” ATTW, Atlanta GA

LeBlanc, Reneé, Shaun Clarkson, Todd Richardson, and Katy Golden. “Solving Disfluency Puzzles in ELL and Native English Writers.” College Association of Academic Service Providers (CASP) Conference, Austin, Texas, October 24

Lochman, Daniel T. “Bodies Corporeal and Social, Spirit and Action in Ficino and Colet.” Renaissance Society of America, Montreal, Canada

—. “What's the point of pity' in Spenser's Faerie Queene?” Sixteenth Century Studies Conference, Fort Worth, TX

Mejía, Jaime Armin. “Failing to Negotiate Different Rhetorical Approaches.” Conference on College Composition and Communication, Atlanta, GA

—. “Tribute to Andrea Lunsford.” Conference on College Composition and Communication, Atlanta, GA

Monroe, Debra. Nonfiction Reading. Florida International University, Writers on the Bay, Miami, FL. Feb. 24

—. Nonfiction Reading. New Mexico State University. Las Cruces, NM. March 11

—. Nonfiction Reading. Round Top Poetry Festival, Round Top, TX. April 16

—. Nonfiction Reading. Lawrence College, Appleton, WI. April 27

—. Nonfiction Reading. Taos Writers Conference Taos, NM. July 13

—. Nonfiction Reading. Minnesota State University, Mankato, MN. Nov. 17


Noll, Michael and Stephanie Noll. “Implementing the Multi-Genre Research Project in the Secondary English Language Arts Classroom.” TCTELA Annual Conference, Galveston, TX

Olson, Marilyn S. “Decadent' Children down on the Farm, the Child Portraits of Paula Modersohn-Becker.” Children's Literature Association International Meeting, Roanoke, VA


Peirce, Kathleen. Poetry Reading. Washington University, St. Louis, MO

—. Poetry Reading. Barnard College, New York, NY

—. Poetry Reading. New York University, New York, NY

Pimentel, Octavio. “Disrupting Composition Space and Knowledge, Acknowledging the Latino Student.” Conference on College Composition and Communication, Atlanta, GA.

—. “Latinos and Writing, Learning to Teach our Students.” Conference on College Composition and Communication, Atlanta, GA

—. “Luchadores y Taqueros, Racist Discourses in Mainstream Television Commercials.” The Southwest Council of Latin American Studies Conference, San Juan, Puerto Rico
—. "Texas Immigration, Dismantling Cowboy Rhetoric.” National Conference of Teachers in English Conference, Chicago, IL.

—. "Batey y Macorix, Senderos de carbón/Carbon Pathways.” Dance-theater and poetry performance. Hostos Community College, Bronx, NY
—. "Creative Writing as Translation.” Callaloo Conference, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX
—. "Up These Sweet Streets, Coming of Age Through Afro-Diasporic Texts.” Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH


Skerpan-Wheeler, Elizabeth. “'Meet and Happy'--and Unhappy--Conversations in Paradise Lost.” Exploring the Renaissance, An International Conference. St. Louis, MO

Smith, Jon Marc. “Dance With the One.” Film introduction and Q&A, Santikos Bijou, San Antonio, Texas

—. "Washington Irving’s Spirit of Place, A Geocritical View of Sleepy Hollow.” Society for the Study of the American Short Story panel, American Literature Association, Boston, MA
—. "Fantasy v. Utopia, The Case of Middle-earth.” Popular Culture Association / American Culture Association, San Antonio, TX

Threadgill, Elizabeth. “Negotiating Discourses with Students to Respond to College Texts.” College Academic Support Programs Conference, Austin, TX


Winchell, Anne. Session Organizer and Chair.” Women’s Studies 1, Women in Fantasy and Sci-Fi.” Southwest Texas Popular Culture and American Culture Association, Albuquerque, NM
—. “Sacrifice and Unrequited Romance, Escaping Restricting Climates in Anderson’s The Little Mermaid and Miyazaki’s Ponyo on the Cliff.” Southwest Texas Popular Culture and American Culture Association, Albuquerque, NM


Geography


Blue, Sarah A. “Inside Cuban Medical Internationalism, A View of Cuban Missions from the Island.” Southwest Regional Association of American Geographers Conference, Austin, TX
—. “Gendered Labor and Gendered Labor Recruitment, Latino Migrant Experiences in New Orleans.” Association of American Geographers Conference, Seattle, WA
Boehm, Richard. “Geography of U.S. Food Production.” 96th Annual Meeting of the National Council for Geographic Education, Portland, OR
—. “Geography of U.S. Food Production.” 34th Annual Applied Geography Conference, Redlands, CA
—. Invited guest speaker at the 23rd Annual Friends of Geography Conference, Houston, TX.

Bremer, Keith A. “Demographic Characteristics and Sustainability Preferences of New Urbanist Neighborhood Residents.” Association of American Geographers, Seattle WA

Butler, David R. “Studies of Alpine Treeline in an Era of Climate Change.” Department of Geography and the Environment, University of Texas at Austin, March 25
—. “Assessing the Utility of Traumatic Resin Ducts for Dating and Analysis of Geomorphic Processes in the Rocky Mountains.” Annual Meeting of the Association of American Geographers, Seattle, WA, April 14
—. “Geomorphic Influences at the Alpine Treeline Ecotone in an Era of Climatic Change.” Invited speaker, Special Symposium on Topographic Effects on Landscape Complexity and Sustainability, 8th World Congress of the International Association of Landscape Ecology, Beijing, China, August 19
—. “Frontiers of Zoogeomorphology in Mountain Environments.” Invited speaker, Department of Ecology, Peking University, Beijing, China, August 20
—. “The Impact of Climate Change on Patterns of Zoogeomorphological Influence, Examples from the Rocky Mountains of the Western U.S.A.” 42nd Annual Binghamton Geomorphology Symposium, Zoogeomorphology and Ecosystem Engineering, Mobile, AL, October 23
—. “Animals as Geomorphic Agents in an Era of Climate Change.” Invited GTU-AAG Visiting Geographical Scientist Program Speaker, Grand Valley State University, Grand Rapids, MI, November 17
—. “Animals as Geomorphic Agents in an Era of Climate Change.” Invited GTU-AAG Visiting Geographical Scientist Program Speaker, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI, November 18

Chow, T. E. “Modeling Fire Growth Simulation in Grassland Ecosystem.” International Conference of Geoinformatics, June 23-26, Shanghai, China
—. “Progress Update and Research Agenda of Census 2.0.” AAG 2011 Volunteered Geographic Information Pre-conference, April 11, Seattle, WA

Chow, T. E. and N. Dede-Bamfo. “Characteristics of Geographic Bias in Address Matching.” Annual Meeting of Association of American Geographers, April 12-17, Seattle, WA


Day, Frederick. “Understanding the Demographic Transition, Spatial Patterns and Implications of Recently Changing Fertility.” Texas Council for the Social Sciences, October 20-22


De Hon, R.A., Hydrologic Provinces of Mars. Lunar and Planetary Science Conference, Houston, TX
—. Crater Morphologies in Monogenetic Volcanic Fields of Western New Mexico. Geological Society of America Annual Meeting, Minneapolis, MN
—. Crater Morphologies in Monogenetic Volcanic Fields of Western New Mexico. Southwest Assoc. of American Geographers, Austin, TX

Dondero, M. S. and Jensen, J. L. R. Lidar as a tool to characterize fire disturbance regimes in sagebrush-steppe ecosystems, a case study in the Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed. Association of American Geographers, Annual Meeting, Seattle, WA, April 12-16


—. “Geography Residential Learning Communities at Texas State.” National Council for Geographic Education, Annual Meeting, Portland, OR

—. “Conjunctive Ranch Management, An Option for Preserving Open Space along the Urban Fringe.” Applied Geography Conferences, Annual Meeting, Redlands, CA

Earl, Richard, Mark Carter, and Joyce Lawson. “Geography Residential Learning Communities.” Poster Presented Fall 2011 MCGEE Meeting

Estaville, Lawrence E. Teaching Geography via an Active Learning Model. National Council for Geographic Education, Portland, OR, August

—. Teaching Business Geography, Student-to-Business Projects. Applied Geography Conference, Redlands, CA, October

Estaville, Lawrence E. and F. A. Akiwumi. “Somali Migration to Maine.” Colloquium Series, Department of Geography, Binghamton University SUNY, November

Estaville, Lawrence E. and K. Egan, Texas Cancer Clusters, Association of American Geographers Annual Meeting, Seattle, WA, April


—. “Making more space for art, A pilot study.” 25th International Cartographic Conference, Paris, France

—. “Health information, Thinking about visualization strategies.” UGI 2011, Regional Geographic Conference, Santiago, Chile

—. “On Maps and Genocide.” CIS 2011, Madison, WI


Griffin, Greg P. “Livability through Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodation in Texas’ Capital Region.” AMPO Annual Conference, October 27, Dallas, TX

https://www.ampo.org/assets/1429_griffin.pdf

—. “Roadway Bicycle Compatibility, Livability, and Environmental Justice Performance Measures.” Presentation to Texas Transportation Institute Conference on Performance Measures for Transportation and Livable Communities, September 8, at the Omni Austin Hotel Downtown in Austin, TX. http://goo.gl/DtFNW

Hagelman, R. “A Geography of Disaster Reconstruction, The Case of Greensburg, KS.” Association of American Geographers (AAG), Seattle, WA


Kimmel, Jim. “Lakes as Learning Venues.” World Lake Conference, Austin, Texas


Lu, Y. Teaching Undergraduate GIS Using Service-Learning and Cooperative-Learning Approaches. The 19th International Conference on GeoInformatics, GIS in Education and Business. Shanghai, China. June 23-26

—. Detecting Travel Patterns and Deviation from Routine. The 107th Annual Meeting of Association of American Geographers, Seattle, WA. April 12-16


—. “Dialogue on Geographic Education, USA and Turkey.” Gazi University, Ankara Turkey


Romig, Kevin. “Not Fade Away, Geographic Dimensions of Buddy Holly’s Meteoric Career.” Southwest Division of the AAG, November, Austin, TX

—. “Creating Urban Design Videos.” National Conference on Geographic Education, August, Portland, OR


—. “From the Grassroots, Alternative Beef Cattle Production across the US Beef Belt.” Colloquium Speaker, Department of Geosciences, Mississippi State University, April

Sansom, Andrew. Presentation on Regional Water Policy. World Lake Conference, October, Austin


Townsend, Christi and John P. Tiefenbacher. “Spatial Change in South American Viticulture, Static Factors and Dynamic Processes in Past, Present, and Future Chilean and Argentinean Land Use Patterns and Varietal Choices.” International Geographical Union 2011 Regional Geography Conference, Santiago, Chile, November


Wang, J. and N. Currit. “Uncertainty with the scaling-up of remotely sensed evapotranspiration estimation.” 2nd ACM SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on Querying and Mining Uncertain Spatio-Temporal Data. Chicago, IL

Wang, J. and N. Currit. “Scale effects on the remote estimation of evapotranspiration.” AAG 2011, Seattle, WA

Williams, N. Underappreciated Influences, Gaps in Socialized Self-Reporting of Student Stress. International Medical Geography Symposium (IMGS), Durham, UK


Zhan, F. B., J. D. Brender, J. D. Zou, and B. Zou. GIS Augmented Human-Environmental Science Research, Maternal Residential Proximity to Superfund Sites and Low Birth Rate in Offspring.


History
Bishop, Elizabeth. “Iraq’s Gardenia Revolution and Soviet Noses.” Cold War Cultures/Hemispheres Summer Institute. Lyndon Baines Johnson Presidential Library and Museum (June 2)

Brennan, Mary C. “American First Ladies.” Las mujeres detras del poder [The Women Behind the Power]. Mexico City, Mexico

De la Teja, Jesus F. “Tejanos and the Texas Revolution”./ “Tejanos y la Revolución Tejana.” Texas Library Association annual meeting, Austin.
—. “Tejano Leadership in Revolutionary Texas,” 25th annual Martín De León Symposium on the Humanities, University of Houston, Victoria.


Glass, Bryan. “Missionary Gentlemanly Capitalists,” Conference in Honor of Professor A. G. Hopkins, 9 April, University of Texas at Austin
—. “Piracy through the Ages”, A Common Experience lecture, 25 October, Texas State University

Hartman, Gary. “Texas Music and the Cross-Pollination of Immigrant Cultures in the Southwest.” Immigrant America Symposium, Texas State University, February 25
—. “Listening to Our Western Heritage, Texas Music and a New Way of Understanding Western Heritage.”” Guy Caldwell Western Heritage Lecture Series, Hardin-Simmons University, Abilene, Texas, January 28

Helgeson, Jeffrey. “Black Politics, Timuel Black and the Politics of Race and Class in Chicago.” Association of African American Life and History, Richmond, VA.

Johnson, Ronald Angelo. “Revolution and Relocation, The Haitian Effect on Atlantic Colonization and Migration.” Annual Meeting of the Association of Caribbean Historians (ACH), San Juan, PR
—. “Merchant on the Move, Marie Bunel and Atlantic Migration in the Age of Revolutions.” Virginia Commonwealth University Department of History & Alexandrian Society, Spring Symposium ,”Atlantic Migration During Slavery, Part 1.” Richmond, VA
—. “Allegiance to the Flag(s), Race, Nationality, and Politics in Atlantic Migration, 1793-1825.” Annual Meeting of the Organization of American Historians (OAH), Houston, TX


— . Invited Speaker. “Sustainable Food Production, 2050.” The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, March 23
— . “The Alternative to the Alternative, Veganism and the Fate of Industrial Agriculture.” Conference Opposing Factory Farming, October 26
— . “The Alternative to the Alternative, Veganism and the Fate of Industrial Agriculture.” The Boston Vegetarian Festival, October 27

Menninger, Margaret. “Hearing Voices, Thoughts on a Musical Conceptualization of History,” presented at the 2011 International Conference on Narrative, St. Louis, MO, April

Montgomery, Rebecca. Comment, “Missouri Secessionist Households” panel. The 53rd Annual Missouri Conference on History, Kansas City, MO, April 15

— . ”Irish Americans, Slavery and the Civil War.” History Department, Rice University, Houston, TX, March 17

— . Chair, commentator, and organizer. “Women, the Law, and Citizenship.” Women, Power, Politics, and the Pursuit of Social Justice, A Conference in Honor of Susan M. Hartmann, Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State University, May 12

Puente Luna, José Carlos de la. “Contando en los Andes, nudos, piedras y maíz entre los Lucanas.” Seminario Interdisciplinar PISAC. Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú. Cuzco, Peru

Rivaya-Martinez, Joaquin. “Recent Historiographic Trends on Prehistoric and Native Texas” at the symposium “Texas: The Big Picture,” organized by the Gonzales Memorial Museum, Gonzales, TX.

Romo, Anadelia. “Anthropology as Activism, The Community Study in Brazil.” The Southern Historical Association, Baltimore, MD


Watson, Dwight. “When Hell Came to Houston, Race and Violence in Houston Texas 1910-1928.” Presented at the Bob Bullock Texas State History Museum. February
— “Understanding the Police Function in the Black Community.” Say it Loud Read Program, Little Rock, Arkansas, April


Modern Language

Bach, Ulrich. “Never Return, The Arctic Archives of the Payer Weyprecht Expedition 1872-1874.” University Park, PA Society for Utopian Studies
— “Joseph Roth’s Lurking Leviathan.” ACLA Conference Vancouver, Canada
— “Der Amethyst (1906), Franz Blei’s Blaetter fuer seltsame Kunst und Literatur.” PopSex Conference, Calgary, Canada

— “It’s a poem. A present-day use of an Andalusian muwa.” 46th International Congress on Medieval Studies, Kalamazoo, MI, May
— “The Value of Memory, George Ticknor’s Spain.” 38th Annual Sewanee Medieval Congress. Sewanee, University of the South, April
— “The Exhibition of Culture, Morisco Manuscripts in Modern Spain.” Bard College. Invited lecture, February

— “Reaching Through the Lens, Uncovering Imagined History in the Dictionary of Diego de Guadix.”. Pacific Asian Modern Language Association, Pomona, November
— “Language Shift along Border Cultures, From Al-Andalus to the Mexican-American Border.”. SCOLAS. Puerto Rico, March

Bowman, Rebecca. “Camp, kitsch y otros asuntos en dos escenas de El curioso impertinente y El viejo celoso.” Midwest Modern Language Association, St. Louis, Missouri

— “(La gran) Familia y moralidad, Del franquismo a la democracia.” 64th Kentucky Foreign Language Conference. University of Kentucky. April

Di Mauro-Jackson, Moira. “Using French Movies in an Intermediate College Level Class.” Central Texas Chapter of the American Association of Teacher’s of French (March), Austin, TX
— “War is Beautiful, Exposing Truth Through the Diagnosing of War in Benigni’s Films.” South Central Modern Language Association (October), Hot Springs, AR
— “Alterations, Simulations and Artifices, A Way to Reclaiming Decadent Literature.” Pacific Ancient and Modern Language Association (November), Claremont, CA
Echeverría, Miriam B. “Habítando ciudades, construyendo el futuro como moradas de género, Zoe Valdés, Luisa Valenzuela.” XXI Congreso Annual AILCFH Barcelona, October
—. “Lo global urbano y lo liminal en Luisa Valenzuela”. SCHOLAS San Juan, Puerto Rico, March


Hsiao, Jennifer C. “The linguistic knowledge of Fangyan-speaking learners of Mandarin.” The 2011 American Council of Teaching Foreign languages (ACTFL). Denver, CO


Jaffe, Catherine M. “Gender Revision through Nationalistic Discourse in Two Adaptations of Beaumarchais’s Eugénie, Elizabeth Griffiths’s The School for Rakes and the Marquesa de Fuerte-Hijar’s (delete strange character after accent) El Eugenio.” 13th International Congress for Eighteenth Century Studies. Graz, Austria
—. “Imagining Spain in Colonial Mexico, Lizardi’s La quijotita y su prima.” American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies. Vancouver, Canada.

Juge, Matthew L. “Analogy as a Source of Suppletion.” International Conference on Historical Linguistics XX. Osaka, Japan
—. “Is Ease of Articulation Too Easy?” Kentucky Foreign Language Conference. Lexington, KY
—. “Compound Perfects Reveal the Importance of Lexical Semantic Distinctions in Grammaticalization.” Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America. Pittsburgh, PA


Newton, Troy. “Huellas del pasado, pasos de hoy, Gabriel García Márquez y John Calvin en el cuento Buen viaje, señor presidente.” Southwest Council of Latin American Studies. San Juan, PR. March

—. “Identidad y resistencia en la España del siglo XIX, El barberillo de Lavapiés de Francisco Barbièr.” 64th Annual Kentucky Foreign Language Conference. Lexington, KY. April 14-16

Pujalte, Marína Nieves. “Estética y filosofía del viaje en las Impresiones (1880) y Diarios de Viaje (1897) de Isaac Albániz.” VI Coloquio de la Sociedad de Literatura Española del Siglo XIX. Universidad de Barcelona, Barcelona. October
—. “La imagen de España en Gigantes y cabezudos (1898) de Miguel Echegaray.” 63rd Kentucky Foreign Language Conference. University of Kentucky. Lexington. April
Tocaimaza-Hatch, Cecilia. “L2 Instruction and the mental lexicon.” Hispanic Linguistic Symposium, Athens, Georgia

Tocaimaza-Hatch, Cecilia and Dale A. Koikey. “Incidental vocabulary learning through reading news articles.” Texas Foreign Language Association, Bi-annual Meeting, Houston, Texas

Ugalde, Sharon E. “El mito de Ofelia en la obra narrativa de Clara Janás.” Myth and Subversion in the Contemporary Novel International Conference. Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain
— . “La evolución de la Generación del 50 y el yo femenino.” Universidad de Malaga, Ronda, Spain.
— . “Configuraciones nómadas en la poesía de Julia Uceda.” Congreso Asociación Internacional de Literatura y Cultura Femenina Hispánica. Barcelona, Spain

Weimer, Tanya N. “The Face of Cuba.” World Film Conference, In Kino veritas, San Antonio,
— . “Para regresar a una casa asediada,” Southwest Council of Latin American Studies, San Juan, Puerto Rico, March

Philosophy
Bárcenas, Alejandro. “Dussel’s vision from alterity.” Tenth East-West Philosophers’ Conference, Honolulu HI
— . “El Espíritu de Hegel en la obra de Mariano Picón Salas sobre arte y estética.” I Jornadas Internacionales de Literatura y Cultura Femenina Hispánica, Caracas Venezuela

Carson, Jo Ann. “Habermas, Pedagogy, and the Communicative Ideal.” New Mexico-West Texas Philosophical Society, El Paso, TX, April
— . Comment on Justin Bell’s paper “Constraint and Restraint Applied to the Work of John Dewey, Meaningful Limitations on Moral Imagination.” New Mexico-West Texas Philosophical Society, El Paso, TX, April

— . “Modal Knowledge, in Theory.” Southwestern Philosophical Society Meeting, Austin TX
— . “On Hawthorne on Lewis on the Case for Modal Realism.” Central States Philosophical Association Meeting, St. Louis MO
— . “Comments on Muntean’s Genetic Numerical Simulation.” Indiana Philosophical Association Spring Meeting, Muncie IN
— . “The Theory Theory, A Neglected Modal Epistemology.” Indiana Philosophical Association Spring Meeting, Muncie IN

Geuras, Dean. “Orthodoxy and the Categorical Imperative.” Society of Orthodox Philosophy in America, Kendalia, TX

Hanks, Craig. “Technology and Democracy in Dewey and Ortega y Gasset.” International Society for Philosophy and Technology, University of North Texas, Denton, TX, May
— . “A conversation on water and sustainability.” The Humanistic and Scientific Relevance of Water, a Symposium of The Center for Social Inquiry. Texas State University, April
— . “Sustainability and Interdisciplinarity.” Program for Sustainable Development, School of Architecture, University of Texas, Austin, April
—. "Mead on 'What would it mean to understand the environment as a social institution?'.” Midsouth Philosophy Conference, Memphis March
—. "Technology and Transcendence,” Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, MA, February
Hutcheson, Peter. "Variability in Knowledge or in Propositions Known?” New Mexico-West Texas Philosophical Society, El Paso, TX, April
Lewis, Holly. “The Dialectic of Solidarity, Space, Sexuality, and Social Movements in Contemporary Revolutionary Praxis” International Herbert Marcuse Conference, University of Pennsylvania
—. "News Media and the Materialist Dialectic, The Case for Partisan Truths” National Communications Association, Pre-Conference on Marxist Scholarship, New Orleans
—. "Transformed Inside and Out, Bodily Permutations in 1 Enoch.” Society for Biblical Literature Annual Meeting. San Francisco, CA
—. "Like Any Other Text? Historical Criticism and the Authority of History.” Society for Biblical Literature Annual Meeting. San Francisco, CA
—. "Replicants Then and Now, Disability as Rhetorical Trope in Blade Runner and Classical Myth.”
American Philological Association Annual Meeting. San Antonio, TX
Reesor, Nevitt. "Nietzsche’s Cosmological Will to Power.” New Mexico West Texas Philosophical Society
Yuan, Lijun. "Traditional Gender Culture Retrospection on the Policy of Different Retirement Age by Gender.” International Symposium on Gender and Public Policy, China Women’s University, Beijing. Dec. 11 (in both Chinese and English)
—. "Understanding Chinese Gender Culture, Harmony, and Gendered Stratification, International Workshop for Women’s Studies Disciplinary Construction and Scholarship Development, China Women’s University, Beijing, June 24 (Workshop language, Chinese)

Political Science
Balanoff-Jones, E. K. “Constructing success in the nonprofit and voluntary sector.” The American Society for Public Administration, Baltimore, MD
DeHart, Paul R. “Framing Democratic Statesmanship.” Presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, September 1-4
—. “Two Theories of Natural Law, Two Theories of Covenant, Two Theories of Consent.” Presented at the Annual Conference of the Western Political Science Association, San Antonio, Texas, April 21-23
Fields, Willard (Billy). “Establishing New Orleans as National Leader in Active Transportation, Solidifying Progress, Moving Towards an Active Transportation Culture” at the New Orleans Active Transportation Symposium Nov. 21

Garofalo, Charles. “Governance, Public Values, and Outsourcing National Security.” International Association of Schools and Institutes of Administration, Rome, Italy

Grasso, Kenneth L. “The Dictatorship of Relativism' and the Educational Enterprise, Personal Reflections.” Society of Catholic Social Scientists, Franciscan University, Steubenville, OH

Hedge, D., R. Johnson, R, and H. Y. Yun."Welfare reform and racial regimes in the American states.”

Inbody, Donald S. “Voting by Military Personnel in Texas, 2008 and 2010.” Overseas Vote Foundation, Annual Summit, Washington, DC


Park, J. H., D. M. Hay good, and H. J. Yun. “The power of political boycott in online communities and blogs, Exploring online political debaters on the Korean government’s beef trade policies with the U.S.” 69th Midwest Political Science Association Annual Conference, Chicago, IL

Rahm, Dianne and Christopher Reddick, “U.S. City Managers' Perceptions of Disaster Risks, Consequences for Urban Emergency Management.” Hawaii International Conference on the Social Sciences, Honolulu, Hawaii, June 1-4


—. “Mediation Impresario en los Estates Undoes.” Congresso Preparatory para la Decimal Conference de la Asociación para la Resolution de Conflicts, Buenos Aires, Argentina
—. “A Comparison of Certification, Credentialing and Practice Requirements for Mediators, Texas, Florida, Argentina, Mexico, and the International Mediation Institute.” Association of Attorney-Mediators, Dallas, TX.
—. “Unauthorized Practice of Law and Mediation.” Texas Mediation Trainers Roundtable, Austin, TX
—. “Intercultural Conflict Style Inventory.” National Aeronautics and Space Agency (SA), Houston, TX


Wright, Walter, M. Alba A. de Almeida, and M. de Almeida. “El Depeche Collaborative, Una Real dad en los Estates Undoes y Laguna’s Posibilidades para América Latina.” Annual Conference of the Association for Conflict Resolution, San Diego, CA

Wright, Walter, M. Alba A. de Almeida, M. de Almeida, and A. Garayo. “Análisis Comparativo de la Mediación, Argentina y Estados Unidos.” Annual Conference of the Association for Conflict Resolution, San Diego, CA

Yun, H. Y., D. Hedge, and R. Johnson.”My social lives and my policy beliefs.” 69th Midwest Political Science Association Annual Conference, Chicago, IL

Psychology
Cameron, R., M. Westoff, M., and H. J. Ginsburg.”Ajzen’s Theory of Planned Behavior applied to social media use by college students.” Southwestern Psychological Association, San Antonio, April

Ceballos, Natalie, Maria Czyzewska, and V. Hernandez. “A cross-country comparison of college drinking the United States and Mexico.” Research Society on Alcoholism, Atlanta, GA

Caballero, J., John M. Davis, and A. McArdle.’’Australians’ definitions of war, terrorism, and torture.” Poster presented at the annual meeting of the Southwestern Psychological Association, San Antonio, Texas.

Ceballos, Natalie, Maria Czyzewska, and V. Hernandez. “A cross-country comparison of college drinking the United States and Mexico.” Poster presented at the 34th Annual meeting of the Research Society on Alcoholism, Atlanta, GA, June

Ceballos, Natalie, R. Giuliano, N. Y. Y. Wicha, and Reiko Graham. “Social drinking characteristics predict P300 reactivity to alcohol-related scenes in a three-stimulus oddball task.” Research Society on Alcoholism, Atlanta GA


Fix, Melissa Kaye, John M. Davis, and Bryant Paul Reininger. “Definitions of war, terrorism, and torture of citizens of the UK.” Southwestern Psychological Association, San Antonio, Texas

Ginsburg, H.J. and K. Woods.” Sex differences in attitudes toward sex offenders moving into the neighborhood.” National Social Sciences Association, Las Vegas, April

Ginsburg, H.J. (Faculty Sponsor), C. Batcheller, R. Cameron, A. Cruz, Z. Degner, K. Carruth, and R. Dean. “How men and women behave with their small and large dogs at a dog park.” Southwestern Psychological Association, San Antonio, April

Ginsburg, H. J. (Faculty Sponsor), B. Sanders, J. Hooson, K. Green, and H. Cook.” Natural observation of sex differences for smiling in same- and different-sex dyads.” Southwestern Psychological Association, San Antonio, April

Goetz, C.D., J. A. Easton, D. M. Buss, and D. M. G. Lewis.”Cues to Sexual Exploitability.” Evolutionary Psychology Pre-Conference of the Society for Personality and Social Psychology, San Antonio, TX, January


Haskard-Zolnierek, Kelly. “Distinguished Lecture in Medical Ethics, The Challenge of Patient Adherence.” Invited CME lecture sponsored by The Center for Medical Humanities and Ethics, UT Health Science Center and presented at Valley Baptist Medical Center, Harlingen, TX

—. “Effects of physician communication skills training on communication and satisfaction with patients with pain.” Oral presentation at the annual meeting of the International Association for Communication in Health Care, Chicago, IL

Haskard-Zolnierek, Kelly B., S. L. Williams, and M. R. DiMatteo. “Differences in global affective communication for patients of varying ethnicities.” Poster presentation at the annual meeting of the International Association for Communication in Health Care, Chicago, IL


Horton, D., Natalie Ceballos, and Reiko Graham. “Hemispheric blood flow during emotional processing, a transcranial Doppler study.” Cognitive Neuroscience Society, San Francisco CA


Kong, Grace, Deepa Camenga, Ty S. Schepis, Dana Cavallo, Amanda Liss, Thomas Liss, and Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin. Does parental approval and smoking status influence adolescent smoking cessation efforts? Society for Research in Nicotine and Tobacco, Toronto, Ontario, Canada


Nguyen, Khuyen and William L. Kelemen. “Exploring the Effects of Acute Exercise on Memory and Metamemory.” 91st annual meeting of the Western Psychological Association, Los Angeles, CA


Oliver, M. “Behavioral and Cardiovascular Responses to Decision-Making and Frustration during an Iowa Gambling Task and Simulated Driving Tasks in Adults with and without ADHD.” 2011 Annual Convention of the Society for Psychophysiological Research, Boston, MA

Osborne, Randall E. and P. Kriese. “Using the Humanities Model to Counter Hatred, Lessons from Teaching and Research.” International Conference on Hate Studies, Spokane, WA, April

Reininger, Bryant Paul, John M. Davis, and Melissa Kaye Fix. “Definitions of war, terrorism, and torture held by Canadian citizens.” Southwestern Psychological Association, San Antonio, Texas

Rosner, C. M. and C.D. Oberle. “Effects of music on pain and anxiety in college students.” Southwestern Psychological Association, San Antonio, TX, April

Schepis, Ty S., Dana A. Cavallo, Anne E. Smith, Thomas Liss, Amanda McFetridge, and Suchitra Krishnan-Sarin. “Coping styles and impulsivity differentiate adolescents who use tobacco, marijuana or both substances.” Society for Research in Nicotine and Tobacco, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Seay, O. J. “Red flags of mental illness and intellectual disability.” Capital Trial Advocacy Conference in Dallas, Texas, April


Wheeler, R. W. “Binge drinking, Questions concerning the Operational Definition.” National Social Science Association, Las Vegas, Nevada, April

Sociology

Caldwell, Sally. “The Blue Hole at Wimberley, Texas, Community Asset and Community Anchor.” Inagural Symposium of the Center for Social Inquiry of the Department of Sociology at Texas State University, San Marcos, TX

Harris, Debora A., Patti Giuffre, and Jamie Hornbuckle. 2011. “Great Chefs or Great Dishes?, A Gendered Analysis of Media Recognition and Praise Within a Creative Occupation.” Paper presented by the first author at the American Sociological Association meetings, Las Vegas, NV


—. Invited Lecture, “The End of Deviance?” International Symposium on Symbolic Interaction. University of Kassel, Germany (July)

—. Invited Lecture, “Cultural Risk-Taking.”. Seminar in Public Sociology, University of British Columbia, Canada (February)

**Martinez-Ramos, Gloria.** “Infusing Multicultural Content and Intergroup Dialogue in a Medical Sociology Course.” National Association for Multicultural Education 21st Annual International Conference, Chicago, IL


Neavel, C., L. Frost, R. Rosell, and **Toni Terling Watt.** “Implementing and Evaluating integrated Behavioral Health in Primary Care, Program Models and Lessons Learned.” Society for Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics, San Antonio, September


**Price, Bob.** “Unsafe at Many Speeds, Social Lessons Regarding Failed Auto Safety Technology.” Association for Applied and Clinical Sociology, New Orleans, LA


**Rumbo, Joseph D.** “‘When the Moment is Right’, Agency, Consent, and the Scripting of Sexual Relations in Cialis Television Advertisements.” Pacific Sociological Association, March 10-13, Seattle, WA

### IV. External Grants, Contracts and Program Funding

**Anthropology**

**Black, Stephen L.** “Ancient Southwest Texas Project”, *Cynthia and George Mitchell Foundation*, $10,000

**Bousman, C. Britt.** *LivNaked Graduate Student Scholarship*, LivNaked Pizza, $500.

**Collins, Michael B.** “Proto Clovis or PreClovis”, *National Geographic Society*, $13,603.

**Garber, James F.** *The Mesoamerican Research Fund*, $50,000.

**Hamilton, Michelle D** and **MK Spradley.** “The Decryptors”, *National Geographic Society*, $11,000.

**Juarez, Ana.** “Saving Grave Markers from the Grave: A Database for Cultural, Historical, Iconographic, and Literary Analysis.” *Hispanic History of Texas Project*, $4500.

**Leezer, Carole A.** “Comanche Street Water Main”, *City of San Marcos*, $6928.

— “Crook’s Mill Race”, *City of San Marcos*, $12,150

— “Cheatham Street Emergency”, *City of San Marcos*, $20,000

— “Water Line Survey at a City Park”, *City of San Marcos*, $15,396.

**Lohse, Jon C.** “Galveston Island State Park”, *Texas Parks and Wildlife Department*, $19,081.


**Reilly, F. Kent.** “Southeastern Iconographic Workshop”, *Lannan Foundation Grant*, $16,750.

**Spradley, MK (PI) and MD Hamilton (co-PI).** “Subcontract with Mississippi State University”, *National Institute of Justice*, $19,312.


— “GPRA Analysis of Skeletal Remains”, *Corpus Christi Museum of Science and History*, $5202.

— “Analysis of Human Remains from 41RB112”, *TRC Environmental Corp.*, $400.

— “Microbial Ecology of Human Decomposition.” American Registry of Pathology, $10,000
   — . “Human Remains Recovery Course.” Forensic Anthropology Center, $7500

English
Beebe, Susan. “TA training and development”, Department of English, Bedford St. Martin’s, $1500.
Busby, Mark. “Endowment Income”, Center for the Study of the Southwest, $95,000.
Ellis-Lai, Laura. Conference Travel Grant, UTSA Department of English, $400.
Grimes, Tom. “Funding for the Katherine Anne Porter House”, The Burdine Johnson Foundation, $100,000.
Rosario, Nelly. “Artist Grant, Fund for the Arts”, National Association of Latino Arts and Culture, $3,220.

Geography
Boehm, Richard. “Headwaters to Oceans”, Teaching with the Stars, program 4, Harte Research Institute, $156,851.
   — . “Grosvenor Scholar”, National Geographic Society, $64,008.
   — . “Grosvenor Center - General Support”, Sid W. Richardson Foundation, $25,000.
   — . “Preparing for the STAAR Assessment”, National Geographic Educational Foundation, $41,188.
   — . “Austin Radiological Association for Texas State”, Cancer Advocacy Movement for Colleges and Outreach, $1000.
   — . “Central Texas Medical Center for Texas State’, Cancer Advocacy Movement for Colleges and Outreach. $1500.
Estaville, Lawrence E. and Abel Galaviz. “St. David's HealthCare for Texas State”, Cancer Advocacy Movement for Colleges and Outreach. $10,000.
   — . “Financial Services Division Interns”, Texas Commission for Environmental Quality Financial Services, $22,000.
   — . “S.O.W.1 Business Intelligence Analysis”, Department of Public Safety, $152,932.
— “S.O.W. 2 Manuals”, Department of Public Safety, $85,088.
— S.O.W. 2 Amendment 1 Online Learning and Testing Amendment”, Department of Public Safety, $126,232.
— “Pesticide General Permit”, Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, $179,000.
— “Concentrated Area Feeding Operations”, Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, $43,000.
Williams, Nikki A. “Underappreciated Influences, Gaps in Socialized Self-Reporting of Student Stress”, Travel Grant-International Medical Geography Symposium, $1500.
Yao, Yongling and Yongmei Lu. “The Specialization and Concentration of Urban Functions in a 2-D Space, A Case Study of Beijing”, National Science Foundation of China, $386,000.
Zhan, F. Benjamin, Jean D. Brender, Jing Yang, and Peter H. Langlois. “Air Pollution-Exposure-Health Effects Indicators, Mining Massive Geographically Referenced Environmental Health Data to Identify Risk Factors for Birth Defects”, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Science to Achieve Results, $499,987.

History
— “Model Arab League”, Embassy of Qatar, $1500.
— “Scholarships”, Helen Ratliff Cleaves Memorial Fund, $86,000.
— “Scholarships”, Aaron and Meg Dunn Thorburn Family Scholarship, $1000.
— “Scholarships”, Dennie Lee Burden Family Scholarship, $2,00.
— “Scholarships”. Ivan Gunnarson FIRST Fund, $10,000.
— “Scholarships”, Ronald and Colette Johnson Scholarship, $1000.
— “Scholarships”, Board of Advisers Scholarship, $6500.
— “Scholarships”, Carol W. Fredericks Scholarship, $2500.
— “Scholarships”, Kenneth and Verena Wilson Scholarship, $10,000.
— “Scholarships”, Javier Mere Scholarship for Cambodian Studies, $1250.
— “Quasi-Endowment for Asian Studies”, Kenneth and Verena Wilson, $30,000.
— “Guy Clark Tribute Concert”, $64,000.
— “Dickson Productions' MusicFest”, $9,000.
Modern Language

Philosophy
Kanon, Elizabeth; Luizzi, Vincent L. “Big Thicket Paradigm Case”, Humanities Texas, $400.

Political Science
Balanoff, Howard. “William P. Hobby Center for Public Service”, $50,000.

Psychology
Davis, John M. “Expanding Psi Chi Abroad, Development of a Database of Psychology Education and Training Around the World”, Thelma Hunt Grant, Psi Chi, $3,000.
Schepis, Ty, Impulsivity, “Risk Taking, Stress and Nicotine Abstinence in Young Adult Smokers”, National Institutes of Health, $88,863.

Sociology
Kotarba, Joseph A. “Center for Social Inquiry”, University of Pisa Press, $800.

V. Editorships of Journals and Membership on Editorial Boards – International, National, Regional and State

Anthropology
Wescott, Daniel J. Editorial Board, Journal of Forensic Sciences

English
—. Editorial board. Cinema.
—. Editorial board. Intensities.
Busby, Mark and Dick Heaberlin. eds. Southwestern American Literature.
—. Texas Books in Review.
Cassells, Cyrus. Editorial Board. The Pushcart Prize Anthology.
Drescher, Julia. Editor/Co-founder. Little Red Leaves.
Grimes, Tom. Executive Editor. Front Porch literary journal.
Hammett, Chad. Editorial Advisor. Southwestern American Literature
Ledbetter, Kathryn. Editor. *Victorian Periodicals Review*.
Leder, Priscilla. Editorial Board. *Journal of the American Studies Association of Texas*.
Margrave, Chris. Managing Editor. *Front Porch Literary Journal*.
Noll, Michael. Assistant Editor. *Narrative Magazine*.
Ortega, A.J. Assistant Editor. *Journal for Research on Women and Gender*.

Geography
Blanchard, R. Denise. Associate Editor. *Research in Geographic Education*.
Butler, David R. Book Review Editor. *Geomorphology*.
Dixon, Richard W. Manuscript Reviews for *Professional Geographer, Geography Compass, National Weather Digest*.

Fuhrmann, Sven. Editorial Board. *Kartographische Nachrichten*.
Macey, Susan. Editorial Board. *The GIS Educator*.
Muñiz-Solari, O. Editorial Board. *Geotropico*.
Oestreich, Jo Beth. Editorial Board. *The Social Studies Texan*.
Petersen, James F. Book Review Editor. *Journal of Geography*.

Rosario, Nelly. Contributing Editor, Editorial Board. *Vandal*.
Rosenberg, Teya. Chair/Editor. *Children's Literature Association Publications Advisory Board*.
Tally, Robert T. Editorial Board. *Teaching American Literature, A Journal of Theory and Practice*.

**Tiefenbacher, John.** Editorial Board Member of Scholarly Journal. *Environmental Hazard.*
— . Editorial Board Member of Scholarly Journal. *Southwestern Geographer.*

**Zhan, F. Benjamin.** Member, Editorial Board. *Journal of the Urban and Regional Information Systems Association.*
— . Member, Editorial Board. *Journal of Transport Geography.*
— . Member, Editorial Board. *Environmental Health Insights.*

**History**

**De la Teja, Jesus F.** Book Review Editor. *Southwestern Historical Quarterly.*
— . Editorial Board. *Southwestern Historical Quarterly.*

**Denton, Lynn.** Editorial Advisory Board. *Information & Culture, A Journal of History.*

**Glass, Bryan.** Founding Editor. *Britain and the World: Historical Journal of The British Scholar Society*

**Hartman, Gary.** Editor. *John and Robin Dickson Series in Texas Music*. College Station, Texas A&M University Press.

**Makowski, Elizabeth.** Editorial Board. *Catholic Southwest.*

**Montgomery, Rebecca.** Editorial Board. *The Journal of Research on Women and Gender.*


**Utley, Dan K.** Book Review Editor. *Sound Historian.*


**Modern Language**

**Cuadrado, Agustín.** Executive Co-Editor. Letras Hispanas: Revista de Literatura y Cultura.
— . Assistant Editor for Production. *Arizona Journal of Hispanic Cultural Studies.*

**Echeverría, Miriam.** Editorial board. *Letras femeninas*, The University of Nebraska.
— . *Confluencia*, University of Northern Colorado Faculty Editor.

**Gragera, Antonio.** Editorial Board (co-director). *Revista Iberoamericana de Lingüística.*

**Juge, Matthew L.** Editorial Board. *Diachronica.*

**Martínez M. Sergio.** Executive Co-Editor. *Letras Hispanas, Revista de Literatura y Cultura Web*

**Ugalde, Sharon E.** Editorial Board. *Cuadernos de ALDEEU.*

— . Editorial Board, *Aula Lírica*

**Philosophy**


**Hanks, Craig.** Editorial Board, *Philosophy in The Contemporary World.*

Kanon, Elizabeth. Editor. *Texas Philosophical.*

Marquez, Ivan. Advisory Board Member, PHIction.

McKinney, Audrey. Editorial Board. *Journal of research on women and gender.*


Yuan, Lijun. Editorial Board. *Journal on Women and Gender.*

**Political Science**


Gorman, Robert F. Editor. *Society of Catholic Social Sciences, Social Science Disciplinary Series.*

Grasso, Kenneth L. Editor-in-Chief. *Catholic Social Thought,* book series, Scarecrow Press
—. Executive Editorial Board. *Journal of Markets & Morality.*
—. Editorial Advisory Board. *The Political Science Review.*
—. Editorial Advisory Board. *The Catholic Social Science Review.*

—. Academic Advisory Board. *Hadassah, The National Jewish Women's Organization of America.*


Shields, Patricia. Editor-in-Chief. *Armed Forces & Society.*
—. Editorial Board. *Public Administration Review.*
—. Editorial Board. *Administration & Society.*
—. Editorial Board. *Journal of Public Affairs Education.*

Tajalli, Hassan. Associate Editor. *Armed Forces and Society Journal.*


**Psychology**


—. Editorial Board. *Assessment.*

—. Editorial Board. *Psyche.*


—. Editorial Board. *Revista de Psicología Social y Personalidad.*


Osborne, Randall E. Contributing Editor. *Journal of Educational Computing Research.*
—. Contributing Editor. *International Journal for Intercultural Research.*
—. Associate Editor. *International Dialogue.*
—. Associate Editor. *Global Studies Journal.*

**Sociology**


Harris, Deborah A. Editorial Board. *Journal for Research on Women and Gender.*

Kotarba, Joseph A. Consulting Editor. *Qualitative Sociology Review.*
—. Advisory Editor. *Sarmatian Review.*
—. Advisory Editor. *Sociological Quarterly.*
—. Member, Advisory Board. *Symbolic Interaction.*
—. Associate Editor. *Journal of Contemporary Ethnography.*
VI. Faculty Awards and Honors, Executive Leadership Positions and Board Memberships – International, National and Regional

**Anthropology**
*Bousman, C. Britt.* “Honorary Research Fellow.” School of Geography, Archaeology and Environmental Studies, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa

*Juarez, Ana.* Treasurer and Executive Board Member, National Association for Chicana and Chicano Studies
   — . “Co-Organizer, National Association for Chicana and Chicano Studies Tejas Regional Conference
   — . “Committee Member, National Association for Chicana and Chicano Studies Tejas Premio Estrella de Aztlán.

Hefner, JT, *Spradley MK, Anderson, BE.* Ellis Kerley Award in physical anthropology, 2011 American Academy of Forensic Sciences Meeting

*Wescott, Daniel J.* Chair, Education Committee, American Association of Physical Anthropologists

**English**


*Blair, John.* The Tampa Review Prize in Poetry

*Cassells, Cyrus.* Awarded poetry residency at the Santa Fe Art Institute, Santa Fe, New Mexico
   — . Nominated for a $50,000 Unites States Artists Fellowship in Literature

*Dorst, Doug.* Longlist, The 2011 Frank O'Connor International Short Story Award, Munster Literature Centre

*Grimes, Tom.* *Mentor, A Memoir* was a finalist (one of three) for the PEN Center USA Award for Creative Nonfiction

*Monroe, Debra.* Sigma Tau Delta Award for Outstanding Teaching
   — . “My Taciturn Valentine”, nominated for a Pushcart Prize
   — . “Appallingly Specific Unhappy Christmases” nominated for Best American Essays and a Pushcart Prize

*Morrison, Susan.* Visiting Research Fellow, Institute of English Studies, University of London

*Rosario, Nelly.* Director/Newsletter Editor, Communications Committee and Nominating Committee, Black Alumni/ae of MIT (BAMIT) National Board

*Williams, Miriam.* 2010-2011 Nominee, National Council of Teachers of English, Best Book in Technical or Scientific Communication


**Geography**

*Butler, David R.* Invited International Speaker, Special Symposium on Topographic Effects on Landscape Complexity and Sustainability, 8th World Congress of the International Association of Landscape Ecology, Beijing, China
   — . Visiting Geographical Scientist Program, Association of American Geographers and Gamma Theta Upsilon Geographical Honor Society
   — . Co-organizer and Co-host, 2011 Binghamton Geomorphology Symposium, Zoogeomorphology and Ecosystem Engineering, Mobile, AL
   — . Chair, Binghamton Geomorphology Symposium Series Steering Committee
   — . Advisory Board, Mountain Geography Specialty Group, Association of American Geographers
   — . Archivist, Geomorphology Specialty Group, Association of American Geographers
   — . Co-Chair, Mountain GeoDynamics Research Group
Carter, Mark. Marquis Who's Who in America

Estaville, Lawrence. Outstanding Scholarship and Service Award, Business Geography Specialty Group, Association of American Geographers
— . Board of Directors, National Marrow Donor Program, Minneapolis, MN
— . Board of Directors and Co-Organizer, Race, Ethnicity, and Place Conferences, Binghamton University, NY

Lu, Yongmei. Chair, Board of Directors, The International Association of Chinese Professionals in Geographic Information Sciences
— . Leading Delegate of Texas State University - San Marcos to The University Consortium of Geographic Information Science

Oestreich, Jo Beth. Marquis Who's Who in America

Petersen, James. George J Miller Award for Distinguished Service to Geographic Education, National Council for Geographic Education.

— . Board Member, Korean Congress Advisory Council.

History
Dunn, Dennis. Invitation to lecture in Turkmenistan, Fulbright Specialist Program

Glass, Bryan. General Editor, The British Scholar Society

Hart, Paul. President, Southwest Council of Latin American Studies (SCOLAS)

McWilliams, James. Nominee, Genesis Award (Offered by the Humane Society of United States

Menninger, Margaret. Program Committee for the 2011 German Studies Association Conference

Modern Language
Bamford, Heather. Honorable Mention for The John K. Walsh Award for the Outstanding Article Published in La Corónica in issues 39.1 and 39.2

Melgar-Lopez, Alba. Marquis Who's Who in America

Political Science
Balanoff, Howard. Fellow in the National Academy of Public Administration (PA)

Grasso, Kenneth L. Pius XI Award for Contributions to Catholic Social Thought, Society of Catholic Social Scientists

Rahm, Dianne. Board Member and Treasurer, Science and Technology Section, Government of the National Association of Public Administration.

Ruger, William. U.S. Navy, Joint Intelligence Center Central Command 0470, Junior Officer of the Year

Shields, Patricia. Rita Mae Kelly Award, American Society for Public Administration, Section for Women in Public Administration

Psychology
Ceballos, Natalie. Membership Committee, Research Society on Alcoholism.

Davis, John. Parliamentarian, Society for International Psychology, Division 52 of the American Psychological Association

Huber, John. Marquis Who's Who in America

Osborne, Randall E. Southwestern Region Vice President - Psi Chi International Honor Society in Psychology

Westerberg, Carmen. The Carl and Marie Duncan Prize for Memory Disorders Research, Cognitive Neurology and Alzheimer's Disease Center, Northwestern University.
VII. Faculty Awards and Honors, Executive Leadership Positions and Board Memberships – State, Local and University

**Anthropology**

Agwuele, Augustine, Dean’s Excellence in Teaching Award, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
— Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society
— Tenure and promotion to Associate Professor, Texas State University

Bousman, C. Britt, President & Immediate Past President, Texas Archeological Society
— Co-chair, Anthropology Section, Texas Academy of Science
— Committee member, Historic Sites Advisor Board, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, State of Texas
— Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society

Michael B. Collins, Lifetime Achievement Award, Texas Archaeological Society, October

Erhart, Elizabeth, President, Texas Association of Biological Anthropologists

Hamilton, Michelle, Dean’s Excellence in Scholarly/Creative Activities, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Lewis Graham, Kerrie, University Award for Excellence in Scholarly/Creative Activity, Texas State University
— Tenure and promotion to Associate Professor, Texas State University

Lohse, Jon, Dean’s Grant Funding Award, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Reilly, F. Kent, Everette Swinney Teaching Excellence Award, Texas State University
— University Award for Excellence in Scholarly/Creative Activities, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

**English**

Allison, Libby, Favorite Graduate Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society

Beebe, Susan, Recognized at the annual President’s Reception for Faculty Authors, Texas State University-San Marcos

Blair, John, University Award for Excellence in Teaching, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Busby, Mark, Dean’s Program Funding Award, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Cassells, Cyrus, Faculty Development Leave, Provost Office, Texas State University-San Marcos

Chavkin, Allan, Dean’s Award for Excellence in Service, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Cohen, Paul, Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society
— Golden Apple Award for Excellence in Service, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
— University Award for Excellence in Service, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Margerison, Patricia, Dean’s Award for Excellence in Service, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Margrave, Chris, The Ralph and Francys Houston Scholarship, Texas State University, Department of English
— Graduate College Scholarship, Texas State University, Graduate College

Monroe, Debra, Department Nomination for Presidential Award for Excellence in Teaching

Morrison, Susan, Full-Time Faculty Leave Development, Waste Studies, Our Canon, Our Ethics, Our Selves

Pimentel, Octavio, University Award for Excellence in Service, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
— Tenure and promotion to Associate Professor, Texas State University

Pope, Colin, The L. D. and LaVerne Harrell Clark Writer-in-Residence, Texas State University
Rehbein, Edna. Round Rock Chamber of Commerce Chairman's Award, Austin Woman's Magazine, Women of Williamson County

Tally, Robert T., Jr. Golden Apple Award for Excellence in Scholarly/Creative Activities, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
—. University Award for Excellence in Scholarly/Creative Activities, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Wilson, Nancy. Golden Apple Award for Excellence in Teaching, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
—. University Award for Excellence in Teaching, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
—. Library Research Grant ($1,096.13). Texas State University.

Wilson, Steven. Excellence in Diversity Award, Texas State University
—. Faculty Award for Outstanding Achievement in International Education, Texas State University

Zhu, Pinfan. Tenure and promotion to Associate Professor, Texas State University

Geography

Blanchard-Boehm, Denise. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society
—. Pinnacle Club Donor, Department of Geography, Texas State University.


Brown, Brock. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society
—. University Award for Excellence in Service, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Butler, David R. Invited Keynote Speaker, Third International Graduate Student Research Conference, Texas State University
—. Regents’ Professor, Texas State University System Board of Regents

Cooper, Brian. International Studies Professor of the Year, Texas State University
—. Den Namesake, PAWS Preview
—. Guest Coach, Texas State Women’s Basketball
—. Guest Coach, Texas State Volleyball,

Currit, N. Outstanding Professor Award, Department of Geography, Graduate Student Forum
—. Tenure and promotion to Associate Professor, Texas State University

Day, Frederick. Honorary Professor of International Studies - Center for International Studies, Texas State University

Earl, Richard. Favorite Professor Award from Alpha Chi, National Honor Society
—. Co-chair of the Texas State University Common Experience for 2010-2011

Estaville, Lawrence. Member, Cancer Alliance of Texas

Hagelman, Ronald. Dean’s Award for Excellence in Teaching, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
—. Alpha Chi National College Honor Society, Favorite Professor (2 awards)

Kimmel, James. Honorary Professor of International Studies, Texas State University

Larsen, Robert. College of Liberal Arts, Award for the Most Grants Submitted and Funded for Fiscal Year 2010.

Lu, Yongmei. Faculty Fellow, Service Learning Initiative Texas State University

Muñiz, Osvaldo. Promotion to Full Professor, Texas State University

Sansom, Andrew. Victor Emmanuel Award, Travis Audubon Society

Tiefenbacher, John. Honorary Professor of International Studies, Texas State University

Zhan, Franklin (Ben). Presidential Award for Excellence in Scholarly/Creative Activities, Texas State University
—. Golden Apple Award for Excellence in Scholarly/Creative Activities College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
History

Bishop, Elizabeth. Student Foundation, Foundations of Excellence.

Brennan, Mary. Alpha Chi “Favorite Professor” Award, Spring 2011

Brown, Ronald. Special Recognition for Service to Alpha Chi National Honor Society, 2011

Bynum, Victoria. Distinguished Professor Emeritus, Texas State University

de la Teja, J. Frank. University Distinguished Professor, Texas State University System
—. Regents’ Professor, Board of Regents, Texas State University System
—. Board member: San Jacinto Museum of History
—. Board member: Humanities Texas
—. Board member: Friends of Casa Navarro State Historic Site

Denton, P. L. Member, Board of Directors. Texas Historical Records Advisory Board, National
—. Archives and Records Administration

Hartman, Gary. Board member of Directors for the Texas Music Hall of Fame and the Texas Music Museum
—. Guest curator, *Texas Music Roadtrip*, Bob Bullock Texas State History Museum

Makowski, Elizabeth. Golden Apple Award for Excellence in Teaching, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
—. University Award for Excellence in Teaching, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
—. Ingram Professor of History for 2010-2013. Texas State University

McWilliam, James. Promotion to Full Professor, Texas State University

Montgomery, Rebecca. Article Award, The Missouri Conference on History
—. Mary C. Neth Article Prize, The State Historical Society of Missouri

Murphy, Angela. Dean’s Excellence in Scholarly/Creative Activities, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
—. Tenure and promotion to Associate Professor, Texas State University

Siegenthaler, Peter. University Award for Excellence in Teaching, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
—. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society

Utley, Dan K. Member, Board of Directors, Texas Oral History Association

Yick, Joseph. Honorary Professor of International Studies, Texas State University-San Marcos.

Modern Language

Beale-Rivaya, Yasmine. Dean’s Excellence in Teaching Award, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Forrest, Jennifer. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society

Harney, Lucy. Promotion to Full Professor, Texas State University

Jaffe, Catherine. Dean’s Award for Excellence in Service, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Martín, Carole. Faculty Development Leave, Texas State University-San Marcos

Martínez, Sergio. Symposium, Rolando Hinojosa-Smith and Miguel M. Méndez. Office of Equity and Access, $5,000
—. Tenure and promotion to Associate Professor, Texas State University

Porras, George Yuri. Tenure and promotion to Associate Professor, Texas State University

Philosophy

Carson, Jo Ann. Texas State Quarterly Team Award, Common Experience Sustainability Team

Geuras, Dean. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society

Hanks, Craig. NEH Distinguished Teaching Professor in the Humanities
McKinney, Audrey. Dean’s Award for Excellence in Service, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Raphael, Rebecca. Dean’s Excellence in Scholarly/Creative Activities, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Political Science

Arnold, Charles. Dean’s Award for Excellence in Service, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Crossett, Gregory Lynn. American Bar Association Paralegal Program Approval Commission
— . Tenure and promotion to Associate Professor, Texas State University

DeHart, Paul. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society

Gorman, Robert. University Distinguished Professor, Texas State University

Hofer, Martha. Nominated for Greek Adviser of the Year, Boko Awards

Jones, Emily. Exceptional Commitment to Diversity Award, Texas State University

Mora, Sherri. Favorite Professor, Alpha Delta Pi, Texas State University,
Guest Coach, Women's Volley Ball, Texas State University.

Rahm, Dianne. research highlighted in Hillviews Summer 2011 on Sustainability in Action.
— . Texas State Quality Team Award, Common Experience Team (Sustainability).

Ruger, William. Dean’s Excellence in Scholarly/Creative Activities, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Ward, Kenneth. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society
— . Promotion to Full Professor, Texas State University

Wright, Walter. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society

Psychology

Brown, Claudia. Honorary coach, Women's Volleyball Team, Texas State University
— . Favorite Professor, Alpha Delta Pi Sorority
— . Favorite Professor, Chi Omega Sorority

Cordaro, Mildred. Selected for Round Rock campus Faculty Spotlight.

Davis, John. Honorary Professor of International Studies, Texas State University

Graham, Reiko. Tenure and promotion to Associate Professor, Texas State University

Huber, John. Favorite Professor, Alpha Delta Pi Sorority
— . Honorary coach, Texas State Volleyball Team, Texas State University

Meeks, Amy. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society
— . Favorite Professor, Alpha Delta Pi Sorority
— . Favorite Professor, Chi Omega Sorority

Mendez, Roque. Excellence to Diversity Award, Texas State University

Oberle, Crystal. Tenure and promotion to Associate Professor, Texas State University

Ogletree, Shirley. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter, Alpha Chi National College Honor Society

Rogers, Robyn R. Golden Apple Award for Excellence in Service, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University
— . University Award for Excellence in Service, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Schepps, Ty. Dean’s Excellence in Teaching Award, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Seay, Ollie. Dean’s Award for Excellence in Service, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Wheeler, Wade. Distinguished Professor Emeritus, Texas State University
**Sociology**

Caldwell, Sally. Foundation of Excellence Award, Texas State University Student Foundation

Chee, Kyong Hee. Dean’s Excellence in Teaching Award, College of Liberal Arts, Texas State University

Giuffre, Patti. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter of the Alpha Chi National College Honor Society

—. Promotion to Full Professor, Texas State University

Hickman, Lois. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter of the Alpha Chi National College Honor Society

Smith, Chad. Academic Leave, Fall 2012-Spring 2013, Texas State University. The Common Experience

—. Texas State Quality Team Award, Common Experience Team (Sustainability)

—. Tenure and promotion to Associate Professor, Texas State University

Whitehawk, Michael. Favorite Professor, The Alfred H. Nolle Chapter of the Alpha Chi National College Honor Society

**VIII. Mentors of Graduate Student Presentations, Published Works or Awards – International, National, Regional and State**

**Anthropology**

Black, Stephen (mentor). J. Campbell “Modeling Burned Rock Features as Units of Subsistence Intensification.” Texas Archeological Society, Ft Worth, TX.


—. C. Koenig “On the Burned Rock Trail, Archaeological Survey along Dead Man's Creek.” Texas Archeological Society, Ft Worth, TX.

Bousman, Brit (mentor). S. Thornton-Barnett “Ethnobotany of Tswana in the western Free State, South Africa.” Texas Academy of Science, St Edwards University, Austin.

—. J. Hooge “Underwater geoarchaeology at Spring Lake”, Council of Texas Archaeologists, 2011 Student Scholarship.


—. C. E. Tegtmeyer “Patterning of serrated and non-serrated sharp force trauma to bone.” Texas Association of Biological Anthropologists Annual Meeting, Nov 4-5, San Marcos, TX.


—. L. Graves “The effect of auditory enrichment on the expression of abnormal behaviors in laboratory-housed rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta).” 80th Annual Meeting of the American Association of Physical Anthropologists, Minneapolis, MN.

—. T. Stott and M. K. Spradley “ Is the cranial base an accurate measure of growth efficiency?” 80th Annual Meeting of the American Association of Physical Anthropologists, Minneapolis, MN.
McGee, R. Jon (mentor). A. Sharif “Globalization, Deforestation, and Land Reform, Changes Affecting Diet and Health in the Lacandon Community of Mensabak.” American Anthropological Association, Montreal, Canada

Reilly, F. Kent (mentor). C. Bolfing “Symbol-Bearing Ornamentation, Ritual Objects of Sacred Power and personal Objects that Demonstrate Community Membership.” Southeastern Archaeological Conference, Jacksonville, FL.
—. M. Colvin “Cane Curtain Copper, Gorget Production at the Archaeological Sites of Etowah and Moundville.” Southeastern Archaeological Conference, Jacksonville, FL.
—. A. Corsi “Shell Gorgets as Social Markers and Conduits of Female Power.” Southeastern Archaeological Conference, Jacksonville, FL.

—. D. DiMichelle “Sex Estimation in a Modern Forensic Sample Using a Discriminant Function Analysis from the Calcaneus.” *Forensic Science International.*
—. J. Suckling “A Longitudinal Study on the Outdoor Human Decomposition Sequence in Central Texas.” American Academy of Forensic Sciences, Chicago, IL.
—. C. Figueroa-Soto “Demographic change and ancestry estimation in the United States, the need for reference data from Mexico.” The XVI Coloquio internacional de antropología Fisica Juan Comas November 13–19, Oaxaca, Oax. Mexico
—. C. Figueroa-Soto “The Forensic Anthropology Center at Texas State University-San Marcos.” the Seminario Internacional de Antropología Forense. Hosted by the Universidad Nacional Autónomade México Instituto de Investigaciones Antropológicas, Mexico City, Mexico.
—. C. Figueroa-Soto “Sexual dimorphism in migrant and non-migrant groups from Mexico.” Texas Association of Biological Anthropologists. San Marcos, TX. ****Second place in poster competition
—. C. Figueroa-Soto, Texas State Forensic Anthropology Center Graduate Student Scholarship ($1,000)
—. C. Figueroa-Soto, Grady Early Scholarship for thesis research ($2,300). Texas State University-San Marcos
—. A. Millard, Grady Early Scholarship for thesis research (airfare and lodging to collect thesis data in Tucson, AZ). Texas State University-San Marcos


English

Allison, Libby (mentor). K. Danuz “Central Texas College Student Success Guide.” Central Texas College, Spring
—. Susan Davey “Technology and Innovations, Elevator Inspector Speaks to Universities.” *Elevator World.* April

Balzhiser, Deborah (mentor). L. Tomecek-Bias, Mary Agnes Taylor Scholarship, Texas State University, Department of English

Banerjee, S. (mentor). L. I. Cerda “Graphic Novels, A Growing Generation of Literature.” 15th Annual Writers Conference in Honor of Elmer Kelton, Angelo State University, San Angelo, TX
—. C. A. Sims “The Cormac McCarthy Conference.” The Keystone (Spring), 11
Bell-Metereau, Rebecca (mentor). L. E. Taylor, Writing Center Award, Category IV. “How Does It Feel to Be Such a Freak? Circus Freaks and Self-Awareness in the Lyrics of Bob Dylan.” Texas State University

Busby, Mark and Dick Heaberlin (mentors). D. Szymczak “Where the West Begins, Debating Texas Identity” by Glen Sample Ely. Texas Books in Review, XXXI.3 (Fall), 3
—. S. Trolinder “Rode” by Thomas Fox Averill. Texas Books in Review, XXXI.3 (Fall), 12
—. S. Rauch “Hill Country Deco, Modernistic Architecture of Central Texas” by David Bush and Jim Parsons. Texas Books in Review, XXXI.3 (Fall), 7
—. N. Ford “The Mayor’s Daughter” by James Hoggard. Texas Books in Review, XXXI.3 (Fall), 14
—. E. Greener “Travels with George in Search of Ben Hur and other Meanderings” by Paul Ruffin. Texas Books in Review, XXX.4 (Winter), 16

Chavkin, A. (mentor). S. Clarkson “The Bellarosa Connection and the Limits of Limitless Memory.” American Literature Association Conference, May, Boston, MA


—. R. Verstynen “So great a wit’, Lady Mary Wroth’s Appropriation of Romance Conventions.” Sixteenth Century Studies Conference, Fort Worth, TX
—. S. Rauch “The Paston Letters (1422-1509), A Prosopography of Friendship.” International Congress of Medieval Studies, Kalamazoo, MI

Mejia, Jaime (mentor). S. Arellano “Relationships with Land and Religion, The Migrant Farmworker Experience as a Matrix for Student Identity.” Tejas Foco Regional Conference of CCS, McAllen, TX
—. S. Olivas “Holy Rollers, Using Mexican American Pentecostal Rhetorical Practices in the Composition Classroom.” Tejas Foco Regional Conference of CCS, McAllen, TX
—. S. Arellano “Relationships with Land and Religion, The Migrant Farm Worker Experience as a Matrix for Student Identity.” Conference on College Composition and Communication, Atlanta, GA
—. S. Olivas “Using Mexican American Pentecostal Rhetorical Practices in the Composition Classroom.” Conference on College Composition and Communication, Atlanta, GA
—. J. Vigil “Anzaldúa’s Artists, Chicana/o Literature and the Constraints of Modern Critical Theory.” Tejas Foco Regional Conference of CCS, McAllen, TX
—. A. Aceves “Literature for a New People, The Union of Politics and Chicano Literature.” Tejas Foco Regional Conference of CCS, McAllen, TX
—. R. G. Santos “He was louder than the Fire, Self Discovery and Assertion of Control in Chicano Literature.” Tejas Foco Regional Conference of CCS, McAllen, TX

Pimentel, Octavio (mentor). L. Bovee “Pedagogy-Topia, A Perspective on Students' Right To Their Own Language.” The Southwest Council of Latin American Studies Conference, San Juan, Puerto Rico
—. A. Crow “A Tale of Two ISDs, A Comparison of Access in Texas Public Schools.” The Southwest Council of Latin American Studies Conference, San Juan, Puerto Rico
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— M. Gross “Same Dance Different Song, A Critical Discourse Analysis of Moulin Rouge's Portrayal of Ethnic Minorities, Women, and the Poor/Working Class.” National Association for Chicana and Chicano Studies Conference, San Marcos, TX
— S. Hamid “Uncovering the Complexities of Code-Switching, Attention to Chicano English.” Conference on College Composition and Communication, Atlanta, GA
— C. Moreland “I Don't Want to Sound Like a Racist but...” Conference on College Composition and Communication, Atlanta, GA
— K. (Cheyenne) Riggs “Creating New Spaces in First Year Composition, TribalCrit and the Teaching of Writing.” Conference on College Composition and Communication, Atlanta, GA
Rosario, Nelly (mentor). A. Haider “Fear of Flying”, vandal 2.1 (December)
Smith, Victoria (mentor). W. Spencer Coffey, History of Consciousness Fellowship (full tuition for the year, living expenses for 1 quarter). University of California, Santa Cruz
Wilson, Nancy (mentor). A. Crow “Students' Right to Their Own Language.” Presented at Texas State University
Wilson, Steve (mentor). S. Briggs “Tongue-Tied, Joseph Campbell's 'Refusing the Call to Adventure' and Works by di Prima and Kerouac.” American Studies Association of Texas, Kerrville, TX
— M. Mazurek. “Masculine Sexuality and Nostalgia in Works by Kerouac and Lethem.” American Studies Association of Texas, Kerrville, TX
— T. Cortesi “Hold Me Thus’, A Cartesian Analysis of Susan Johnson's Romance Novel Seized by Love.” American Studies Association of Texas, Kerrville, TX
— C. Maddox “Books, Not Bodies, Textual Sex in the Memoirs of Diane di Prima and Aiden Shaw.” American Studies Association of Texas, Kerrville, TX

Geography
— J. Meagher “Investigating the Mental Map of Julius Caesar.” Southwestern Association of Geographers Annual Meeting, Austin, Texas
— C. Brysch, Geography Education Specialty Group's Student Paper Competition. American Association of Geographers Annual Conference (2011)
— A. Sansom, Travis Audobon's Victor Emanuel Conservation Award (2011)
— C. Brysch and Cheryl Frazier “Watershed Management, Teaching with the Stars Technology Based Professional Development.” 23rd Annual GeoTech Conference, Dallas, TX
— C. Brysch “Evaluating Educational Computer Games in Geography, What is the Relationship to Curriculum Requirements?” Association of American Geographers Annual Conference, Seattle, WA
— C. Brysch “Evaluating Educational Computer Games in Geography, What is the Relationship to Curriculum Requirements?” Texas State University-San Marcos’ Geography Student Research Symposium, San Marcos, TX
— C. Brysch and C. Frazier “Geography of U.S. Food Production.” 96th Annual Meeting of the National Council for Geographic Education, Portland, OR
— Carmen Brysch and Cheryl Frazier “Geography of U.S. Food Production.” Annual Friends of Geography Conference, Houston, TX
— N. Stamper “Improving Classroom Instruction through Professional Development Travel.” Texas Council for Social Studies Conference, Austin, TX
— N. Stamper, K. Verma, and M. Patton “Learning to Thinking (Geo) Spatially Through Creative Play.” National Council for Geographic Education Conference, Portland, OR
— M. Curtis Program Evaluator “Strategies for Teaching Large Undergraduate Science Classes with Team-Based Learning and CCRS.” Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board Science Faculty Collaborative workshop, Marble Falls, TX
— M. Curtis Conference Coordinator, 2011 Biannual Grosvenor Center Conference on Research in Geographic Education for Early Career Scholars, Lafayette, LA
— M. Curtis Coordinator “Speak Up For Geography” Campaign & Exhibitor Booth, ESRI Annual Conference, San Diego, CA
— M. Curtis Site Coordinator “Geographic Thinking Workshop.” Committee Meeting for the NSF funded “Road Map” project, Washington, D.C.
— M. Curtis Aligned Geography Content to the Team-Based Learning Approach “Creating Team-Based Learning Activities Incorporating the CCRS.” Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board writing workshop for the Science Faculty Collaborative, Galveston, TX
— M. Curtis “It’s Not All About the Benjamins” Panel, Giving Back and Leading in the Community.” Women’s Leadership Conference at Texas A&M University, College Station, TX
— C. Frazier, “Influence of Texas Geography Teachers’ Educational Background on Beliefs, Knowledge, and Teaching Practices of Map Literacy.” Texas Graduate Student Research Symposium, San Marcos, TX (April 2011)
— C. Frazier, “Influences of Texas Geography Teachers' Educational Background on Teaching Practices of Map Skills.” Annual Meeting of the Association of American Geographers, Seattle, WA
— C. Frazier and C. Brysch, “Geography of U.S. Food Production.” Applied Geography Conferences, Redlands, California
— C. Frazier, Managed Grosvenor Center Exhibit Booth, exhibited “Geography, Teaching with the Stars” Series, Michigan Council for the Social Studies, Lansing, Michigan

— C. G. Townsend “Viticulture and the Role of Geomorphology, General Principles and Case Studies.” Geography Compass 5(10), 750-766
— M. B. Stine “Site Characteristics of Burned Krummholz at Alpine Treeline in the Northern Rocky Mountains, USA.” Abstracts of the Annual Meeting of the Ecological Society of America, Austin, TX
— M. B. Stine, Geological Society of America Dissertation Research Grant, $2,000.
— C. J. Whitesides, John Wiley Award, Department of Geography, Texas State University
— C. J. Whitesides, Sandra Estaville Dissertation Scholarship, Department of Geography, Texas State University
— C. J. Townsend, Sally Karnau Dissertation Scholarship, Department of Geography, Texas State University
— S. G. Tsikalas, Department of Geography Doctoral Teaching Award, Department of Geography, Texas State University


— K. M. Barrett “The Directional Distribution of Severe Thunderstorm Warnings Issued by the Birmingham (BMX) NWS Forecast Office.” National Weather Association, Birmingham, AL
— K. M. Barrett “NDVI analysis of Hail Swaths Associated with the May 5, 1995 Parker and Tarrant County, Texas Hailstorm.” NOAA/NWS National Severe Weather Workshop, Norman, OK
— E. G. Ray “Climate Change Knowledge and Perceptions of Texas State University Geography Alumni.” Association of American Geographers, Seattle, WA


Estaville, Lawrence (mentor). K. Verma “Applying the Deconstruction of Genocide Maps to India.” Papers of the Applied Geography Conference 34, 243-52
— Kanika Verma, “Oil Landscapes in Cinematic Space,” Association of American Geographers annual meeting, Seattle, WA, April
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— Kanika Verma, "Applying the Deconstruction of Genocide Maps to India," Applied Geography Conference annual meeting, October


— M. S. Dondero “Lidar as a tool to characterize fire disturbance regimes in sagebrush-steppe ecosystems, a case study in the Reynolds Creek Experimental Watershed.” Association of American Geographers, Annual Meeting, Seattle, WA, April 12-16

Lu, Yongmei (mentor). C. Yorke, and F. Benjamin Zhan “Considering risk locations when defining perturbation zones for geomasking.” *Cartographica*


Romig, Kevin (mentor). Y. Diallo-Turk, Geography of Woman's Support Services. Southwest Division of the Association of American Geographers

Zhan, Franklin (mentor). J. L. Silvan-Cardenas, J. W. Nystrom Dissertation Award (best dissertation award in geography in the United States)


History

Bishop, Elizabeth (mentor). N. Spencer and A. Nelson, Honorable Mention, Model Arab League, Houston, TX, February

— M. Cortez and N. Spencer, Honorable Mention, Model Arab League, Spartenburg SC, April

Brennan, Mary C. (mentor). A. Hughes “Enforcing Feminine Hygiene and other Social Constructs of Gender in Texas Female Juvenile Justice Institutions.” Phi Alpha Theta Conference. San Marcos, TX


— S. Wilson (Annual Meeting scholarship) American Association of Museums

— J. M. Alter (Annual Meeting scholarship) American Association of Museums


Dunn, Dennis (mentor). B. Gomez, P. Buva, S. Sortos, M. Cortez, M. Sotolongo, A. Merrill, and R. Gillespie (research presentations), Board of Advisers, Center for International Studies, San Marcos, Texas


— J. L. Campbell “Black Womens Club Movement.” Texas State University Graduate Student History Conference, Fall
— S. Sorensen. “the Integration of the Holy Cross Parochial School in Austin Texas.” Texas State University Graduate History Conference

Modern Language


Political Science

— A. Duhon “Community Colleges, Reaching Distance Learners in the Rural South.” Conference of Minority Public Administrators Conference, Fort Worth, TX
— J. Swift, James McGrew Award for Research (practitioner category). Central Chapter of the American Society for Public Administration.

— L. Porterfield “Our Bodies, Our Decisions, An Analysis of Recent Developments in U.S. Abortion Law.” Third Annual Research Conference, Texas State University, San Marcos, TX.

Psychology


Sociology


Harris, Deborah A. and Patti Giuffre (mentors). J. M. Hornbuckle “Great Chefs or Great Dishes?, A Gendered Analysis of Media Recognition and Praise Within a Creative Occupation.” American Sociological Association, Las Vegas, NV.

IX. Mentors of Undergraduate Student Presentations, Published Works or Awards – International, National, Regional and State

Anthropology


—. H. Mello “Experimental Replication of a Unique Hot Rock Feature from the Lower Pecos.” Texas Archeological Society Annual Meeting, Ft Worth, TX.

—. P. Shipman “Dead Man's Cache.” Texas Archeological Society, Ft Worth, TX.

Bousman, B. (mentor). C. Davis “GIS and Archaeology.” Texas Academy of Science Annual Meeting, St Edwards University, Austin.

English


Leder, Priscilla (mentor). Christian Wallace, Outstanding Senior in English

Mejia, Jaime (mentor). C. Marroquin “Chicanas in Literature, Then and Now.” Tejas Foco Regional Conference of CCS, McAllen, TX.

—. C. Zamora “Crossing Borders, Accepting a New Reality or Turning from the Truth Characters in Stories Faced with That Choice.” Tejas Foco Regional Conference of CCS, McAllen, TX.


**Wilson, Nancy** (mentor). S. Ford “Cultivating a Compassionate Culture.” *Queer Texas Conference*, Austin, TX.


**Geography**

**Blanchard-Boehm, Denise** (mentor). K. Steele, “Greater Research Opportunities Undergraduate Fellowship for Environmental Studies.” *Environmental Protection Agency*.


**History**


**Dunn, Dennis** (mentor). A. Grady, M. Naumann, and T. Shamp (research presentations), Board of Advisers, *Center for International Studies*, San Marcos, Texas.


**Modern Language**

**Cuadrado, Agustín** (mentor). M. Spangler. *Dr. Roberto A. Galván Scholarship*.


**Philosophy**


— A. Adrian. “Many relations.” *Aporia* (Spring).

**Political Science**

**Arnold, Ben** (mentor). S. Hillhouse. Selected Chair, Secretariat for Political Affairs. *San Antonio Model Organization of American States*.
— S. Cryar, Selected Chair, Secretariat for Integral Development. *San Antonio Model Organization of American States*.
— A. Magellan, Elected Secretary General. *San Antonio Model Organization of American States*. 
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— G. Hillhouse, Distinguished Resolution (2nd Place in Committee), Secretariat for Political Affairs. San Antonio Model Organization of American States.

— A. Magellan, Distinguished Resolution (2nd Place in Committee), General Committee. San Antonio Model Organization of American States.

— S. Kusch, Outstanding Resolution (1st Place in Committee), Secretariat for Political Affairs. San Antonio Model Organization of American States.

— A. Torres, Outstanding Resolution (1st Place in Committee), Secretariat for Multidimensional Security. San Antonio Model Organization of American States.

— J. Williams, Distinguished Delegate (2nd Place in Committee), Secretariat for Multidimensional Security. San Antonio Model Organization of American States.

— M. Arredondo, Distinguished Delegate (2nd Place in Committee), Inter-American Committee on Human Rights. San Antonio Model Organization of American States.

— J. Abroad, Outstanding Delegate (1st Place in Committee), Inter-American Committee on Human Rights. San Antonio Model Organization of American States.

— J. Gonzales, Outstanding Delegate, General Committee (1st Place in Committee). San Antonio Model Organization of American States.


**Psychology**

Ceballos, N. A. (mentor), M. Czyzewska and V. Hernandez “A cross-country comparison of college drinking in the United States and Mexico.” Research Society on Alcoholism 34th Annual Convention, Atlanta, GA, June.


N. A. Ceballos and V. Hernandez “A cross-country comparison of college drinking in the United States and Mexico.” Research Society on Alcoholism Convention, Atlanta, GA, (June).


— C. Batcheller, R. Cameron, A. Cruz, Z. Degner, K. Carruth, and R. Dean “How men and women behave with their small and large dogs at a dog park.” Southwestern Psychological Association, San Antonio, April.


— B. Castillo “Sex Differences in Courtesy.” University Research Conference, Texas State University, December.

— M. Lawson and J. Etherton “Individual and gender difference in subjective and objective indices of pain, Gender, pain catastrophizing and cardiovascular reactivity.” 30th Annual Meeting of the American Pain Society, Austin, TX, May

— D. Horton and N. Ceballos “Hemispheric blood flow during emotional processing, A transcranial Doppler study.” Cognitive Neuroscience Society 18th Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, April

Mendez, Roque (mentor). K. Leigh “Fictional writing in women, The role of positive affect and empathic concern.” Association of Psychological Science 23nd Annual Convention, Washington, DC.


— C. M. Rosner “Effects of music on pain and anxiety in college students.” Southwestern Psychological Association, San Antonio, TX, April.


Ogletree, Shirley (mentor). Jennifer M. Covington and Richard Archer “Evaluating Praiseworthiness, Considering Background Information and Type of Achievement.” Southwestern Psychological Association Convention, San Antonio, TX

Sociology